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This text refers to question: 1, 2
My parents kept me from children who were rough
by Stephen Spender

My parents kept me from children who were rough
and who threw words like stones and who wore torn clothes.
Their thighs showed through rags. They ran in the street
And climbed cliffs and stripped by the country streams.

I feared more than tigers their muscles like iron                         5
And their jerking hands and their knees tight on my arms.
I feared the salt coarse pointing of those boys
Who copied my lisp behind me on the road.

They were lithe, they sprang out behind hedges
Like dogs to bark at our world. They threw mud                        10
And I looked another way, pretending to smile,
I longed to forgive them, yet they never smiled.

This image refers to question: 1

Question 1: True/False 2 marks
The bullies physically harm the speaker.

TRUE FALSE
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This image refers to question: 2

Question 2: Multiple Choice 4 marks
Refer to line 12: 'I longed to forgive them'

The speaker was waiting for a/ an ... .

A apology

B chance for revenge

C invitation to a party

D none of the above
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This text refers to question: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Rain in Summer
Henry Longfellow

How beautiful is the rain!
After the dust and heat,
In the broad and fiery street,
In the narrow lane,
How beautiful is the rain!                                             5 
 
How it clatters along the roofs,
Like the tramp of hoofs
How it gushes and struggles out
From the throat of the overflowing spout! 
 
Across the window-pane                                             10
It pours and pours;
And swift and wide,
With a muddy tide,
Like a river down the gutter roars
The rain, the welcome rain!                                        15

This image refers to question: 3

Question 3: Multiple Choice 4 marks
Refer to line 3.

The word 'fiery' has connotations of ... .

A magic

B sunshine

C rain

D animals
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This image refers to question: 4

Question 4: True/False 2 marks
Refer to line 6: 'it clatters along the roofs'

This is an example of personification.

TRUE FALSE

This image refers to question: 5

Question 5: Please Fill In The Blanks 4 marks
Refer to line 9: 'From the throat of the overflowing spout!' 

The metaphor is comparing (1) to (2) .

Answer in the order that it appears in the poem.

Possible Answers: oceans | water coming out from a tap | rain water streams | gutters

1 2
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This image refers to question: 6

Question 6: Please Fill In The Blanks 4 marks
Refer to line 14: 'like a river down the gutter roars'

This line is both an example of a (1) and (2) .

Possible Answers: irony | metaphor | onomatopoeia | alliteration

1 2

This image refers to question: 7

Question 7: Text Input 3 marks
Refer to line 11: 'it pours and pours'

The device used here is r........n.

This text refers to question: 8, 9, 10
Miss South Africa – Chris Mann

You’ve seen her in Soweto
dancing in the heat,
you’ve seen her in Cape Town
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her hair as blonde as wheat,
you’ve seen her in Pretoria                   5
bluest eyes in town,
you’ve seen her in Atlantis
walking like a queen,
you’ve seen her in Lenasia
hair as bright black sheen.                  10

She’s Miss South Africa,
You find her nearly everywhere.

She grew up in a farmhouse
Sunday was a braai,
she grew up in the suburbs                  15
eating apple-pie,
she grew up in a back-veld
a bucket on her head,
she grew up in the townships
paints her toenails red,                          20
she grew up in a pondok
hearing tin guitars,
she grew up in a penthouse
a window near the stars.

She’s Miss South Africa,                        25
You find her nearly everywhere.

You’ve seen her with her hero
a fighter from the slums,
who went to fight for freedom
got buried with no drums,                      30
you’ve seen her with a soldier
who looked so pale and brave,
you’ve seen her with black gloves
crying beside his grave,
you’ve seen her with another                  35
who tried to fight for peace,
you’ve seen her by the prison-gate
begging his release.

She’s Miss South Africa,
You find her nearly everywhere.              40
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This image refers to question: 8

Question 8: Multiple Choice 4 marks
Refer to the title: 'Miss South Africa'

The title refers to ... .

A pageant winners

B competition entrants

C all women in SA

D none of the above
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This image refers to question: 9

Question 9: Please Fill In The Blanks 4 marks
Refer to line 32: 'who looked so pale and brave'

Pale and (1) are examples of (2) .

Possible Answers: looked | assonance | brave | alliteration

1 2

This image refers to question: 10

Question 10: True/False 2 marks
Refer to the poem as a whole.

All the alternate lines rhyme.

TRUE FALSE

Total: 33 Marks
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